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Two alluring vampires. Ancient prophecies. One determined queen.Cliff Montgomery and Alrekur

Vidarsson both want to marry Alexis. One is an arrogant three thousand year old ancient ruler who

has waited his entire life for her. The other is the love she has waited for all her life.The prophecies

say sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll choose the ancient Alrekur, and they are supposed to never be wrong, but Alexis

is determined to find a loophole. When she is forced to spend time with Alrekur and begins to see

his charm, she is torn. Her heart still belongs to Cliff, but would it be so awful if the prophecies were

fulfilled?
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This is a really good book that I highly recommend! The characters are interesting and it easily kept

my interest. My only complaint is that I wish it was longer! I would think the story was going in one

direction and then it would end up somewhere else. Very entertaining.



This book is full of betrayal and mixed emotions. It is a great development for all characters and

moves the story to its natural progression.

I can't get enough! Stacy Claflin is a wonderful storyteller! I can't wait to find out how the story for

Alexis will continue! I'm in this series for the long haul!

I bought this book after reading the others and there must be a glitch in this one. I haven't even

finished the first chapter due to pages either repeating or words/pages missing. Please fix this!!

This is my favorite book so far in this series! Maybe because I have been craving the moment Alexis

and Alrekur get together. I felt like I was at the castle with them! You know your reading a GOOD

BOOK when you slip out of reality and into their world! I've only been able to say that with a small

handful of authors! J. K. Rowlings, you better watch out! Thanks Stacy for a magical time! Now I

have to go because I have to get #5!

I give it 5 star because you just get wrapped up into the character and what is happening with each

character I started book one i could not put it down now I'm on five omg can't wait to read the next

one

Never haven read any books about the paranormal, I wouldn't have started this series if it wasn't for

the author...but, I have to say, I am hooked, and I LOVE this series. Funny, scary, vivid...this series

is a must read for all paranormal fans, and for all of you who haven't started yet!

I have become so involved with this story I'm having a hard timue putting it down. I will say I usually

don't buy books separately. I'm always looking for a way to save. But this series of books has given

me joy and sadness. If you like romance novels with action you will enjoy this.
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